Notice is hereby given of the following meeting:

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (EnCAC)
Wednesday, March 10, 2021, at 5:00 p.m.

Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192/2020 and the
current Order of the Provincial Health Officer - Gatherings and Events

AGENDA
1.0

HOUSEKEEPING

1.1

Electronic Meeting Reminders and Icebreaker

2.0

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO AGENDA

2.1

Additions/Revisions to and Adoption of the Agenda

3.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

3.1

Adoption of the Minutes of December 16, 2020

4.0

PRESENTATIONS

5.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

5.1

Motion from Committee Member presented October 21, 2020:
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THAT the Environment and Climate Advisory Committee recommend that Council:
a) Work to have air quality (i.e., fine particulate matter) monitors installed
within the next two years at street level in a variety of New Westminster
residential areas, including those along busy roads,
b) Publicize the readings on a monthly basis in a variety of locations including
the City’s website, digital signboards, and other local media, and
c) Notify the public (monthly, in the same locations indicated in “b”) of air
pollution sources and health risks.
5.2

Environmental Strategy and Action Plan (ESAP) Action Updates
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6.0

NEW BUSINESS

6.1

Appointment of EnCAC Alternate Chair

6.2

Biodiversity Strategy: Goals and Draft Recommended Actions

6.3

Motion from Committee Member:
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THAT the Environment and Climate Advisory Committee recommend that
Council increase staffing to Energy Save New West, with the new staff's work
focusing on inspiring citizens with a sense of urgency to quickly transition their
homes away from fossil fuels toward renewable energy.
7.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

8.0

NEXT MEETING DATE

Wednesday, May 12, 2021 – Location details to be confirmed
9.0

ADJOURNMENT
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Item 3.1

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (EnCAC)
Wednesday, December 16, 2020
Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192
MINUTES

John Lekakis
Teresa Morton
Patrick Parkes
John Ragone
Raunaq Singh
Bryanna Thiel

R

REGRETS:
Serena Vampa

- Chair, City Council Member
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Representative, Professional in Environment or
Climate Field, Business, Government or Non-Profit
- Representative, Local Institution (SD40)
- Representative, Local Environment Association
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Representative, Professional in Environment or
Climate Field, Business, Government or Non-Profit

AF
T

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Councillor Nadine Nakagawa
Meesh Bono
Karen Crosby
Colleen Gillespie

D

STAFF PRESENT:
Leya Behra
Nayel Halim
Jennifer Lukianchuk
Jennifer Miller
Heather Corbett
Nicole Ludwig

- Representative, Local Business Association

GUESTS:
Roger Quan
Ken Reid

- Manager, Climate Action
- Community Energy & Emissions Specialist
- Senior Environmental Coordinator
- Manager, Public Engagement
- Committee Clerk
- Assistant City Clerk
- Director, Air Quality Policy and Climate Change,
Metro Vancouver
- Superintendent, Environmental Sampling &
Monitoring, Metro Vancouver

The meeting was called to order at 5:03 p.m.
Heather Corbett, Committee Clerk, provided information on tools available to participate
in the electronic meeting.
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1.0

HOUSEKEEPING

1.1

Online Introductions and Icebreaker
The Chair acknowledged that the meeting was being held on unceded Indigenous
territory.
Members, staff and guests took turns responding to the icebreaker question "What
is your favourite noodle?"
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO AGENDA

2.1

Additions/revisions to and Adoption of the Agenda

AF
T

2.0

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Agenda of the December 16, 2020, Environment and Climate Advisory
Committee meeting be adopted with the addition of item 6.1 - Environmental
Recognition Program.
CARRIED.
All Committee members present voted in favour of the motion.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES

3.1

Adoption of the Minutes of October 21, 2020

R

3.0

D

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Minutes of the October 21, 2020, Environment and Climate Advisory
Committee meeting be adopted as circulated.
CARRIED.
All Committee members present voted in favour of the motion.

4.0

PRESENTATIONS

4.1

Metro Vancouver Air Quality Program
Ken Reid, Superintendent, Environmental Sampling and Monitoring, Metro
Vancouver, provided a presentation on the air quality monitoring in Metro
Vancouver, with particular emphasis on New Westminster. Mr. Reid, along with
Roger Quan, Director, Air Quality Policy and Climate Change, Metro Vancouver,
provided the following information in response to questions and comments from
Committee members:
• A variety of business sectors use the data gathered, from health to emissions
work;
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4.2

R

AF
T

• The Clark Drive Near Road Air Quality Monitoring station is the first of its
kind and provides clear data on emissions gradients as air moves from the
road to the sidewalk;
• In addition to the airmap.ca website, Metro Vancouver communicates and
provides public education through the Clean Air Plan, community
presentations and generally tries to get information out when there are
opportunities to do so;
• Schools are being considered for small sensor projects;
• There is a focus on using the information gathered to provide rationales for
new programs;
• The Caring for the Air report card shows highlights of the air quality annual
report;
• There is now a third party review of the air quality network taking place
focusing on gaps and how portable monitoring can be used to fill them;
• Portable monitoring may be a good option for New Westminster; one such
project resulted in the removal of part of the parkade as it was trapping
truck fumes;
• Most monitors measure nitrogen oxides (NOx), nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
and particulate matter 2.5 (PM 2.5);
• Most of the data is publicly available on AirMap; older data is provided in
spreadsheets; and,
• Metro Vancouver staff are investigating the possibility of an open data
website where data would be available for download.
Community Energy and Emission Plan (CEEP) 2021 Scope

D

Nayel Halim, Community Energy & Emissions Specialist, provided a presentation
on the Community Energy and Emissions Plan, including what has been achieved
over the last decade and the scope for future work. Mr. Halim and Leya Behra,
Manager, Climate Action, provided the following additional information in
response to Committee questions and comments:
• Staff are investigating several funding programs to encourage people to
retrofit existing buildings and strategy options will be explored in the next
few months and an ongoing basis;
• The CEEP will focus on policy tools needed to enable acceleration and
action, and include social, economic, and environmental principles to build
resilience;
• Staff are investigating programs to incentivize buildings and businesses to
decarbonize;
• Although there are programs to incentivize businesses to decarbonize, it
will be easier to align practices with policy as more regional
decarbonization takes place;
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• Staff are leaning towards a yearly check-in, and a deeper review every five
years; and,
• There will be ongoing interaction and opportunities for feedback on the
CEEP.
In discussion, Committee members noted:

4.3

AF
T

• Support for asking businesses to create products that last longer;
• Rationing energy may be inequitable since people with more financial
resources will be able to keep buying;
• Transparency is paramount; and,
• General support for a 10-year plan with a yearly check-in, and a deeper
review every five years.
Environmental Strategy and Action Plan (ESAP) Action Updates
Jennifer Lukianchuk, Environmental Coordinator, provided an update on the
Environmental Strategy and Action Plan (ESAP) actions, and due to time
constraints, agreed to distribute the document to the Committee. The Chair
requested members review the document and return with more detailed questions.

R

In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Lukianchuk advised that
Indigenous groups will be consulted. The Chair advised that the City is still
working on identifying Indigenous groups and developing relationships that will
enable the City to build with them rather than just consult.
Procedural Note: Patrick Parkes left the meeting at 6:48 p.m. and did not return.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS

5.1

Motion from Committee Member presented October 21, 2020:

D

5.0

POSTPONEMENT MOVED AND SECONDED
THAT the Environment and Climate Advisory Committee postpone discussion and
decision on the following motion to the next meeting:
THAT the Environment and Climate Advisory Committee recommend that Council:
a) Work to have air quality (i.e., fine particulate matter) monitors installed
within the next two years at street level in a variety of New Westminster
residential areas, including those along busy roads,
b) Publicize the readings on a monthly basis in a variety of locations including
the City’s website, digital signboards, and other local media, and
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c) Notify the public (monthly, in the same locations indicated in “b”) of air
pollution sources and health risks.
CARRIED.
All members present voted in favour of the motion.
(Patrick Parkes absent for the vote)
6.0

NEW BUSINESS

6.1

Environmental Recognition Program

AF
T

Teresa Morton, New Westminster Environmental Partners Representative,
introduced the concept of an Environmental Recognition Program, and advised
that it is envisioned to acknowledge the efforts that are being done on behalf of the
community, and is usually given to individuals or organizations.
In discussion, Committee members noted the following:

R

• The principle is a good one;
• If the City is to run it, it would require staff resources to promote and run
the program; and,
• Contacting the Platinum Awards (run through the Chamber of Commerce)
and Douglas College and asking them to add a category may be a better
idea, as these awards are already well established and high profile in the
community.

D

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Environment and Climate Advisory Committee recommend to Council
that the City establish an Environmental Recognition program.
DEFEATED.
(Meesh Bono, Karen Crosby, Colleen Gillespie, John Lekakis, John Ragone, and
Bryanna Thiel opposed)
(Patrick Parkes absent for the vote)

7.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

7.1

Environment Coordinator’s Update – Jennifer Lukianchuk
This item was dealt with under item 4.3 above.
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8.0

NEXT MEETING DATE

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 – Time and location details to be confirmed
9.0

ADJOURNMENT

On MOTION, the meeting adjourned at 7:13 p.m.

NICOLE LUDWIG
ASSISTANT CITY CLERK

D

R

AF
T

COUNCILLOR NADINE NAKAGAWA
CHAIR
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Environment Strategy – December 2020 Update
Energy, Emissions & Climate Change

Blue – Action completed in 2020 or earlier
Green – Action underway. Ongoing or may be completed in 2021
Yellow- Hoping to start these in 2021
Red – Sometime in 2022 or future (often already designated as a longer term action)

Notes

1.1a. Adopt Step 1 of the BC Step Code performance for Part 9 and Part 3 buildings, outside the District Energy
Service Area, and incrementally adopt higher Steps over a five year period

Step #3 adopted by Council for Part 9 buildings and
recently Part 3 (step 3). Gone beyond our initial target
and continually reviewing additional opportunities.
Note: Climate Action Bold Step #3: Carbon Free
Homes and Buildings

1.2a. Continue to implement and expand the Energy Save New West Program

Ongoing; new programs to be identified as part of the
renewed Community Energy Plan (see Action 2.3a)
Note: Climate Action Bold Step #3: Carbon Free
Homes and Buildings

1.3a. Update and implement a 10-year Corporate Energy and Emissions Reduction Strategy (CEERS)

Strategy adopted by Council in Sept/Oct. Complete.
Currently implementing CEERS. Note: Climate Action
Bold Step #1: Carbon Free Corporation

1.3b. Review and update the City’s corporate green building policy

Updated: Achieve a minimum LEED gold + Zero
Carbon Building Standard certification for new
buildings. Adopted in principle in 2019. Formal policy
to be presented to Council early 2021

2.1a. Finalize the business case for the Sapperton Renewable District Energy system

Ongoing. Note: Climate Action Bold Step #5: Carbon
Free Energy

2.1b. Conduct district energy feasibility studies for key areas (e.g. Lower 12th, Downtown, and Uptown)
2.2a. Expand the City’s Urban Solar Garden program

Future
Expanded to include panels on City works yard building
and continuing to assess other sites. Note: Climate
Action Bold Step #5: Carbon Free Energy

3.1a. Implement actions from the Master Transportation Plan (MTP) to reduce demand for vehicle travel and
encourage sustainable travel modes

Ongoing –Will dovetail with renewed Community
Energy & Emissions Plan above Note: Climate Action
Bold Step #2: Car Light Community

Item 5.2

2.3a. Renew the Community Energy Emissions Plan and include a Renewable City Strategy

Climate Action Division currently scoping the plan - to
begin next year. Note: Climate Action Bold Step #3:
Carbon Free Homes and Buildings

3.1b. Create and implement a city-wide Electric Vehicle Strategy

3.1c. Continue to expand parking regulations to encourage the use of sustainable transportation alternatives

4.1a. Support local and regional energy benchmarking initiatives
4.2a. Explore new metering technologies
4.2b. Support home energy labeling initiatives
4.3a Support Metro Vancouver in strengthening existing air quality monitoring and public education programs
5.1a. Develop a Climate Adaptation Strategy
5.2a. Support the development of a Regional Flood Management Strategy and continue to regulate the Flood
Construction Level
5.2b. Update and implement New Westminster’s Floodplain Management Strategy
5.3a. Update Development Permit Area guidelines to address risks in hazard prone areas
5.3b. Incorporate climate risks into neighbourhood-specific Design Guidelines

Building, Sites & Urban Design
6.1a. Work with the development community and Metro Vancouver to increase compliance with the City’s
Demolition Recycling regulation, and explore opportunities to reduce waste from construction

Strategy scope expanding to consider e-mobility. Work
has begun in 2020, strategy to be developed in 2021.
Note: Climate Action Bold Step #4: Pollution Free
Vehicles.
Exploring regulating parking spots for EVs;
reviewing zoning bylaw requirements for parking
Note: Climate Action Bold Step #2: Car Light
Community
Benchmarking first City facilities and starting to explore
this regionally Action Bold Step #3: Carbon Free
Homes and Buildings
Future
In discussion with region on home energy labeling
Action Bold Step #3: Carbon Free Homes and
Buildings
Ongoing; current interest in local community-led AQ
monitoring. Possible initiative for 2020/21.
Delay on this work due to COVID. Existing strategies to
support action on adaptation has been reviewed this
year (Council Report – November 30, 2020)
City participates in Fraser Basin Council Fraser River
(Flood) working group - developing regional strategy
City has issued an RFP for the update of the
City Strategy
Work will fall out of 5.2b above
Completed update of Subdivision Control Bylaw design
criteria for stormwater management (ongoing for other
risks)

Notes
Increased recycling incentive rate of $5,000 (flat rate)
per single family development in (2020) to get better
compliance. Analyze results in 2021.

6.2a. Initiate a Task Force to explore strategies to encourage or require environmentally sustainable features in
new development

TBD (new resources needed); Energy requirements are
part of Energy Step Code (since ESAP adoption).

6.2b. Implement strategies from 6.2.a. and ensure new developments and designs have sustainable features in
place

Future. Work will fall out of 6.2a above.

6.3a. Educate the development community on the City’s environmental protocols and regulations

TBD (new resources needed)

6.3b. Increase enforcement and compliance to the City’s environmental bylaws

TBD (new resources needed)

6.4a. Design and adopt a city-wide Noise Attenuation Strategy
6.4b. Ensure designs for new development incorporate measures to reduce impacts of noise
7.1a. Develop a Biodiversity and Natural Areas Strategy (see action 13.1)
7.1b. Update the City’s Development Permit Area Design Guidelines to guide developers on habitat protection
practices
7.2a. Incorporate Integrated Stormwater Management Plan practices into new development
7.3a. Implement Integrated Stormwater Management Plan practices on City lands (Also see Action 10.1)
*Ongoing expense assumes cost of green infrastructure
7.3b. Redevelop a residential street as a “Green Amenity Street” to showcase green infrastructure

Water, Waste & Materials
8.1. Partner with Metro Vancouver to develop and implement a targeted waste reduction program tailored to
New Westminster
8.2a. Develop an enforcement program to enhance the regulation the City’s Solid Waste and Recycling Bylaw
8.3a. Provide support for community cleanup events to grow awareness of illegal dumping
8.3b. Work with Metro Vancouver to prevent illegal dumping of drywall and hazardous waste
8.4a. Work with Metro Vancouver to develop waste management outreach strategies for New Westminster
businesses
8.4b. Explore the feasibility of an eco-industrial network for New Westminster

Future
Future. However, Building Bylaw now restricts use of
diesel impact hammers over 30,000 foot pounds in the
construction of any building or structure (for piling)
Goal to have the Strategy completed by early 2021
Work will fall out of 7.1a above
Eng. working with Building division for on-site SF ISMP
practices; for MF, part of development review process
Ongoing; Queens Park rain garden in parking area
(2019). Exploring ISMP measures at City Hall.
Future (however starting to explore)

Notes
Work with Metro Van, as needed
Starting to explore the issues now and in 2021
(new resources needed)
Ongoing (e.g., South Dyke Rd shoreline cleanup)
Ongoing (Solid Waste & Recycling branch working with
Metro Van). We have noticed an improvement.
Hoping to explore the use of business application
process to increase waste diversion.
Network started in 2018/9; evolved to implementation

on a regional scale (e.g., Lighthouse.BizBiz BC
marketplace)
8.4c. Lobby the Province and relevant stewardship agencies to introduce or expand materials stewardship
programs

Working with Metro Van and local gov’ts
to introduce mattresses as next item

8.5a. Work with regional partners to develop a strategy to minimize the use of single-use products

Awaiting current federal consultation results to develop
next steps. Update Council on progress by senior
governments early in 2021

8.6a. Develop and implement an enhanced solid waste and recycling services program

Ongoing – 2020: 6 pop-up drive thru events complete;
continue with 6 again in 2021 (can be 20-100 cars)

8.6b. Develop a residential waste strategy for the multi-family sector

Master Recycler “champion” program completed for a
group in New West in fall 2020; City provided support

8.6c. Ensure adequate space for recycling infrastructure is included in new developments
8.7a. Launch a corporate campaign to maximize waste diversion in the public realm, City facilities and events
8.8a. Explore opportunities to use recycled biosolids in local landscaping
9.1a. Implement measures outlined in the 2017 Assessment of Water Conservation Measures Council Report
9.1b. Explore the use of water monitoring, pricing and enforcement

Guidelines & protocol to be developed
Consultation process with Recycle BC complete;
financial incentive offer postponed until 2021 (waste
diversion in the public realm)
TBD
See below (9.1b) for implementation of one measure
Pilot water conservation study ongoing; measuring
residential water consumption

9.2a. Conduct an irrigation audit to identify measures to reduce water consumption and leakage

Corporate audit complete (2019). Measures being
implemented.

9.2b. Conduct audits of City facilities and other operations to identify and implement water conservation
measures

Inventory of water-related appliances and current
consumption rates to be considered as part of building
condition assessment work in 2021

9.3a. Lobby the Province to allow indoor water reuse infrastructure under the Provincial plumbing code

City is participating with Metro van to pursue water
reuse; (led by Metro Vancouver)

9.4a. Continue to encourage the use of drought-tolerant landscaping practices
9.5a. Partner with Metro Vancouver and relevant utilities to improve water conservation in businesses

Ongoing (e.g., including more native species)
Phase 2 of action 9.2b (our facilities)

10.1a. Implement the Integrated Stormwater Management Plan (ISMP)
10.2a. Develop a process to better monitor and enforce the City’s environmental protection bylaws to reduce
pollution

Green Infrastructure Engineer implementing plan.
TBD (new resources required)

10.3a. Assess the long-term performance of sewer system using flow monitoring

Ongoing

10.3b. Continue to separate 1.5% of the total length of combined sewers annually, as required by the regional
Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan

Ongoing

10.3c. Implement measures in the Integrated Stormwater Management Plan to reduce the volume of runoff and
improve its quality before entering the downstream system

Ongoing; see 10.1a

11.1a. Adopt a Comprehensive Food Strategy for New Westminster
11.2a. Develop a Corporate Food Strategy to guide food procurement for city events, buildings and facilities

Natural Areas and Habitat
12.1a. Design and implement a Watercourse and Riparian Areas Protection Plan to protect and enhance New
Westminster’s watercourses and riparian areas
12.1b. Review the Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) process for opportunities to apply the regulation more
effectively
13.1a. Develop and implement a Biodiversity and Natural Areas Strategy to improve the size, quality,
connectivity and diversity of natural areas

TBD (new resources needed)
Staff person assigned; likely completed in 2021

Notes
TBD – Biodiversity strategy (Action 7.1/13.1a) may help
to inform or frame this work
TBD – Biodiversity strategy (Action 7.1/13.1a)
recommended action
See 7.1 Underway. Strategy to be completed by early
2021.

13.1b. Update the City’s design guidelines to encourage new developments to contribute green space and
diversity into the urban fabric

Work to fall out of Biodiversity Strategy (7.1a/13.1a)

13.1c. Develop a set of internal design guidelines to ensure measures are taken to protect and enhance natural
areas in City-owned projects

Work to fall out of Biodiversity Strategy (7.1a/13.1a.)

13.2a. Develop a work plan for the implementation of the Urban Forest Management Strategy, including a
recommended list of tree species, to ensure forest health and longevity
13.3a. Explore the development of a land acquisition strategy to identify opportunities to acquire key habitat
areas during re-development * Assumes land acquisition costs
13.3b. Implement actions in the Queens Park Master Plan designed to increase naturalized areas

Work plan developed; ongoing implementation
(currently implementing Tree Planting Master Plan).
Note: Climate Action Bold Step #6: Robust Urban
Forest
Future: work to fall out of Biodiversity Strategy
(7.1a/13.1a)
Ongoing; new naturalized area added during TD tree
event during Fall 2018...more areas identified for 2021

13.4a. Design and implement a “Dark Sky” policy to reduce night-time light pollution

Future

13.4b. Develop an interim strategy to reduce unnecessary night-time lighting

All street lights have cut-off fixtures (meets Dark Sky
req’ts) but need to explore public realm lighting

13.5a. Develop a city-wide Invasive Species Management Plan

Invasive species management plan created for
Glenbrook Ravine (important natural area); city-wide
plan is pending on resources available

14.1a. Ensure all major City projects incorporate an integrated design process or full lifecycle analysis
14.1b. Adopt a corporate sustainable procurement policy
14.1c. Conduct an environmental evaluation of all major external project proposals
14.2a. Establish a city-wide natural assets inventory

Fostering Environmentally Sustainable Practices

Ongoing (e.g., applied to new Aquatic Centre site)
Council adopted internal carbon pricing ($150/tonne) for
procurement (first significant step)
Ongoing; as appropriate
Ongoing; some natural assets work has begun this year
and will continue into 2021

Notes

15.1. Increase environmental awareness and education of the community

Strategic engagement plan for climate action is being
developed and nearing completion
Green Bricks sustainability education program delivered
to gr.10 school classes

15.2 Increase environmental awareness and engagement of staff

Staff will be engaged in the process of climate action
and implementation of the Bold Steps; 15.1 community
plan has some internal staff components

15.3. Foster environmental stewardship and education of the natural environment

Ongoing; community-led projects supported: Glenbrook
Ravine and South Dyke Rd (Shoreline Cleanup).
Funding provided by City’s Grant program.

Item 6.2

DRAFT

The following presentation slides and notes provide an overview of the key highlights (to
date) from the Biodiversity Strategy which is currently in draft form. It is provided to help
provide context and support discussion for the creation of Goals for the strategy and
discussion around the draft Recommended Actions.
The City’s consultant assisting with the development of the Biodiversity Strategy is
Diamond Head Consulting (DHC)
DHC is very familiar with New Westminster as they helped the City develop previous
documents including:
• Urban Forest Management Strategy,
• Street Tree Master plan,
• Ecological Inventory of New West,
• Brunette River master plan,
• Hume Park Master plan
• Glenbrook Ravine Park Invasive Species Management Plan
Engagement with the Environment & Climate Action Committee, staff and our community
stakeholders last summer played an important role in developing key ideas that led to the
creation of the draft strategies and recommended actions in the Strategy to date. Details
of this engagement process will be provided in the Appendix section of the Strategy.

1

DRAFT

Biodiversity is a term that is interpreted in many ways. Essentially it refers to all the living
elements of our natural world. It is the “variability among living organisms which includes
the diversity within species, between species, and among ecosystems”. Often measured as
the number of species in an area and number of individuals of each species, it is an
indicator of the integrity of a natural system. Natural areas with high levels of biodiversity
mean many forms of life have the habitat and resources they need to survive, indicating an
area’s ecosystems and the services they provide are intact. In an urban context, achieving a
high level of biodiversity means that we need to build our cities not only to support
humans, but to include the ecosystem services that all life depends on.
As human population grows, urban areas have densified and occupied more land, creating
a landscape with fragmented natural areas, a high cover of impervious surfaces and
infestations of non-native plants and animals. As the separation between urbanized areas
and naturalized areas becomes more abrupt, people can become less aware of our role
within and reliance upon the natural world. We as a society are becoming increasingly
more aware that connecting with nature and wildlife directly benefits the mental and
physical health and well-being of residents.

2

DRAFT

The level of biodiversity in Metro Vancouver has been decreasing as a result of the changes
in our landscape. To reverse this trend, there is a need to provide more available space for
nature and higher quality habitat for those species that are less tolerant of our impacts.
Canada has been committed to addressing biodiversity nationally since at least 1992, when
the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity was signed and ratified. Shortly
thereafter, the Canadian biodiversity Strategy was developed, identifying biodiversity goals
and targets for all of Canada.
New Westminster is a well established City that is largely built out. Most of the land base is
privately owned and the City has limited resources and control over managing private
lands. Our number one issue though is habitat loss (and disconnection) of habitat through
development. Urban development and densification will continue to place pressure on the
amount and quality of habitat. Other challenges include those associated with climate
change such as increase in invasive species (which can outcompete native species) and
more frequent periods of drought, heatwaves and increased risk of fire. If we don’t address
these challenges now we will continue to loose what we have and the quality of the
remaining habitat will degrade.
This Biodiversity and Natural Areas Strategy works to address these challenges at the local
level, providing the City with recommended actions, strategies, priorities and guidelines
that will help protect the remaining habitat and enhance the integrity of natural areas in
the City to better support the species that live there. The Strategy is being developed with
input from the community. It is consistent with and builds upon existing policy that directs
sustainable growth and adaptation to climate change at the municipal, provincial and
federal levels.
3

DRAFT

The Biodiversity Strategy includes a technical analysis of habitat and species diversity in the
City. It provides a vision for the future, based on the City’s Environmental Strategy and
Action Plan and policies in the OCP. Following the principles of biodiversity conservation,
the Strategy lays out ways the City can protect, acquire, connect and enhance habitat. It
offers ways the City can educate and engage its citizens and provides a list recommended
actions to help improve the state of biodiversity and will guide us on ways we can enhance
biodiversity and track the implementation of the Strategy over time.

4

DRAFT

Habitat Types in the City
The foundation of the Biodiversity Strategy is a detailed mapping and analysis of natural
areas in the city on both private and public lands. This inventory identifies habitat types
that are mapped across the city. An ecological inventory was developed for the City in
2015. This was updated in 2020 to reflect changes in the landscape.
The total area covered by natural habitat types across the city is ~3% of city land. It
includes natural areas mainly in protected parks (e.g., Glenbrook, Hume) but also along the
perimeter in Queensborough (i.e., along South Dyke rd.). Semi-natural areas – which are
areas influenced by urban development (i.e.- gardens, grass fields, blackberry thickets
urban trees) are also important. They support species but not in the way the natural
habitat does. ~11% of the land is considered semi natural. Land comprised of managed
grass and invasive shrubs would supporting lower levels of biodiversity.
Within the urban areas there is recognition of the fragmented habitat that exists within
boulevards, trees, residential gardens etc. This is known as the Urban Matrix and
represents 86% of the landcover in the city.
Since the ecological inventory was first completed in 2015, the cover of natural habitat
types has decreased from 62 to 49 hectares. This loss has been primarily a result of
development impacts. There has, however, been an increase in the amount of garden
space from 3.9 to 5 hectares which does provide moderate habitat. Most other habitat
types have remained relatively unchanged during this 5-year period

5

DRAFT

The current state of Biodiversity
New Westminster is an old city with well-established urban areas and public parks. While
there is limited area available to increase the amount of natural habitat, there is
opportunity to improve the quality of existing habitat and increase the city’s capacity to
support more wildlife. To understand what areas of the city currently support the highest
levels of biodiversity, each habitat area was analyzed and designated a Species Diversity
Ranking.
This assessment determined the potential for these species to live within each habitat type.
This provided a comparative value for each habitat type’s ability to support biodiversity. To
account for the influences of urban development, a series of modifiers was applied to each
habitat area. This included its size and fragmentation/connectivity as well as its proximity to
water sources. The final relative biodiversity value of the habitat areas in New Westminster
are illustrated above. Note: The above values are compared to what one would find in a
natural setting.
Overall, most habitat areas support a very low or low level of biodiversity (see orange,
yellow, light green areas). Highest value areas exist in Hume along the Brunette, Glenbrook
ravine and Poplar Island (dark green) -- limited high value areas is what is expected in an
highly urbanized setting, such as New West. The Urban Matrix – which includes backyards,
boulevards and streets – highlighted in orange wasn’t ranked. Habitat value varies greatly
in this area but would be on the lower side overall.
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The fairly recently completed Environmental Strategy & Action Plan (2018) provides a vision
for the sustainable management of the environment and protection of its natural areas. The
vision statement from the ESAP, is being applied to the Biodiversity Strategy and is presented
in the slide above. Accompanying vision statements guided the process of developing the
ESAP and they include:
• We, the community of New Westminster, recognize our existence within, and our dependence
upon, the natural environment, including the air, water, soil and habitat.
• We will find ways to protect and enhance our waterways, encourage biodiversity and create a more
environmentally sustainable and resilient urban community.
• We will take measurable actions to green our urbanized community.
• We are a community that recognizes the value of working in collaboration with our citizens,
neighbouring communities and other partners.
• We will strive to use resources wisely and are ready to take on the environmental challenges that
the future will bring.

The City’s 2041 OCP also speaks to valuing natural habitat that supports biodiversity and
responds to climate change. It recognizes that the city is urbanized and the challenges that
come with that. It identifies the need to protect and restore sensitive ecosystems and the
biodiversity that they support, as well as the value of expanding natural areas not only for
biodiversity but also for the well being of the residents of New West.
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To work towards the vision of the Biodiversity Strategy as outlined in the previous slide the
following six principles for biodiversity protection and management have been applied. These
principles are used to frame the recommendations and strategies within this Strategy.
The first is to protect existing habitat – especially protect natural areas that include sensitive
habitat and provide the greatest diversity of habitat. The Strategy recognizes that the remaining
natural areas are small but very important. Protecting the remaining habitat areas is a priority for
the City.
The second is to acquire new areas for habitat as the amount of natural areas within the City is
relatively low (3%). Options for acquisition of land could include direct purchase of private lands
and opportunities through partnerships with other organizations. More habitat can also be
“acquired” by re-wilding parts of urban parks where low-value habitat for biodiversity exists.
The third is to connect habitat areas together. Large natural areas have the ability to support many
species including those that require some separation or refuge from humans. We need to identify
corridors that connect these hubs allowing species to travel between them. Greenways can
provide some designated corridors through the urban matrix. This complex can be referred to as
the Green Infrastructure Network (GIN).
The fourth principle is to enhance the areas that do exist. There are measures that we can take
that will improve the quality of these areas to support a greater diversity of species. Education is a
critical part of this Strategy to ensure residents will be good stewards of the natural areas in the
City. Finally monitoring, will take place to determine if these measures we are taking are effective.
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Protecting our existing natural areas is fundamental to achieving the goals of this strategy. Hume Park
and Glenbrook Ravine Park are the most intact natural areas in the City. Poplar Island is also an
important natural area existing within the boundaries of the city, but is outside of the City’s
jurisdiction. These habitat hubs are anchors for biodiversity planning and provide high value habitat
that is used by a diversity of species.
Parks owned by the City are not at risk of development. However, development adjacent to these
natural areas could impact their integrity. The City has established guidelines for certain development
permit areas with goals to protect habitat but more specific requirements could be added.
Additionally, new processes could be put in place to ensure that development projects within these
zones provide features and functions to support biodiversity.
It is recommended that the existing riparian area bylaw and supporting policy be updated and revised
to provide stronger requirements for protection, setbacks and restoration for all riparian areas
including the Fraser river.
To prevent loss of habitat in parks and other city-owned land, a no net loss of habitat policy is
proposed. As an example, if a new permanent feature such as a washroom or trail is constructed, a
degraded area of equivalent size should be restored to a natural state as compensation. Another
recommendation to protect habitat specifically for wildlife is to designate wildlife refuge areas in
parks.
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In order to enhance biodiversity and key ecological habitat, the City should pursue
opportunities to acquire new habitat. Through acquisition as well as restoration, a future
target of 10% of the City’s land base could be protected as natural area parks. The City
could integrate biodiversity as a criterion into acquisition planning.
The purchase of new lands by the City requires significant up-front funding. These can be
partially funded by city mechanisms such as Community Amenity Contributions or taxes.
New areas can also be secured through the conveyance of lands during development or the
protection of lands managed by other organizations.
Securing land to protect natural areas and their ecological value continues to be a priority
for governments and conservation organizations, and collaborative acquisition is more
frequent as high land costs can be high. Non-profit conservation organizations such as the
Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation, Nature Trust of BC and the Land Conservancy of BC
can play a key role in helping to secure high value habitat.
Land acquisition by the City should focus on opportunities that would help develop and/or
enhance the GIN (or Green Infrastructure Network – explained on the following slide) and
highly ranked habitat areas. This will ensure that City resources and/or acquired funding are
used in the most cost-efficient and beneficial manner.
Land parcels could be identified in advance should opportunities for purchase or habitat
compensation arise.
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A network of key habitat and corridors was identified to provide the foundation of natural
elements that would allow a variety of species to continue to live and travel throughout the
city. This network is called the Green Infrastructure Network or GIN (as illustrated in the
figure above). Larger natural areas that provide refuge areas for wildlife were also identified
– these are known as habitat hubs (shown in green in figure above). Corridors that connect
these hubs, allow wildlife to travel in between them, and take advantage of other habitat
areas, were also identified in the GIN.
A different type of corridor has been identified through the Urban Matrix that provides a
continuous route east to west with less traffic – the Crosstown Greenway. An
enhancement of vegetation along this corridor will promote the travel of avian species as
well as small mammals and insects. These are all areas that should be considered priorities
for protection and restoration efforts so that biodiversity is maximized.
The riparian foreshore corridors of the Brunette and Fraser Rivers are currently very
disturbed. However, their restoration would provide the greatest potential to support
biodiversity and species movement not only across the City but in the region as a whole.
This GIN network provides the foundation to support biodiversity in the city. The areas
within this network should be considered priority for enhancement, acquisition and
restoration.
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To create a healthy and diverse ecosystems, green spaces and natural areas in the city can
be enhanced by way of providing the fundamental elements to help support life: cover,
protection, access to water and food. To maximize the diversity of species these basic
requirements for survival must be available.
A biodiversity toolkit has been developed for the Strategy that identifies opportunities and
provides guidelines for enhancing habitat (i.e., integrating these fundamental elements to
support life for species) across different land uses in the City. Guidelines have been
developed for the following land use types: natural areas parks, the Fraser and Brunette
rivers, urban parks, city streets and greenways, residential and high density developments.
The following slides outline some highlights of the guidelines created for these land use
types.
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Larger natural area parks such as Glenbrook Ravine and Hume Park provide habitat for the
greatest number and diversity of wildlife species. These areas are the remnants of historical
natural ecosystems but are now smaller, fragmented patches because of urbanization.
Although relatively natural in terms of the city’s habitats, these areas are heavily influenced
by people and pets, the invasion of non-native plants and animals, and disturbances from
adjacent land uses. The integrity of these natural areas is constantly under pressure.
Most of the city’s natural parks consist of young to mature forests and often lack some of
the critical habitat features that make older forests so diverse and rich. While these values
are missing from most of the young forests in the city, there are ways to enhance these
areas to create some of these characteristics or promote their development.
Opportunities to enhance natural area parks include:
• Including a range of tree sizes and species
• Creating structural diversity
• Creating a dense understory with a diversity of plant species,
• Adding woody debris across the ground
• Leaving standing dead “wildlife” trees
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Many urban parks provide passive and active recreation for residents. These areas often
have large open spaces with turf grass and patches of mature trees and many have
managed garden or landscape areas with defined borders. While the primary objective of
these areas is to provide recreational opportunities for residents, there are opportunities to
enhance them to provide additional habitat for wildlife. Queens, Tipperary and Moody
Parks are all urban parks that have areas that could provide habitat areas for wildlife.
Enhancing habitat can be strategically designed so that the amenities for people are not
lost.
For instance, trees and shrubs can be planted in areas currently underused by visitors.
Habitat features such as nest boxes, logs, wildlife trees and perches provide an opportunity
for viewing wildlife. In many of these parks there is no access to water sources so the use
of green infrastructure or the installation of water features can greatly enhance habitat for
wildlife in these parks. The Figure above illustrates opportunities and considerations to
enhance biodiversity within the City’s urban parks.
They include:
• Protection and ensure health of mature trees
• Add ground vegetation
• Provide cover for wildlife – woody debris
• Include nest boxes and/or perches
• Strive to include open water features
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The majority of the Urban Matrix is a web of roads and boulevard areas that provide for
public transportation and infrastructure. While these areas are generally long and narrow
and consist mostly of impervious surfaces, there are opportunities to design these linear
features to help support the safe travel of wildlife across the urbanized landscapes. For
instance, the boulevard areas adjacent to roadways, often consist of turf grass with little to
no value for wildlife. The planting of linear bands of trees, shrubs, pollinator plants, wet
swales and ground cover allow some wildlife to move across the City and could help
mitigate impacts such a noise and light from roads.
The enhancement of habitat along streetscapes can also be prioritized through climate
action. Creating a people-centered public realm (Bold Step #7) will include the reallocation
of 10% of the street space for transportation or public gathering, which must include the
integration of the natural environment along with implementing initiatives under the Tree
Planting Master Plan which will provides targets and guidelines for planting trees on
collector, arterial, local roads and greenways. In particular as the Crosstown Greenway is
upgraded, it is recommended that it be enhanced to support the travel of avian species as
well as small mammals and insects. Opportunities to enhance wildlife habitat in public
realm and greenway design are illustrated above and can include:
•
•
•
•
•

Widened boulevards and adding ground plants,
Including pollinator plants,
Ensure continuous and diverse tree cover,
Add water sources through green infrastructure
Roll over curbs
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As part of the Urban Matrix, residential properties support a lower number of species, each
of which are adapted to this altered, fragmented and discontinuous landscape. The types of
wildlife that are best suited to inhabit these areas include those that are able to fly over
built structures, hardscapes and barriers and are able to survive in smaller spaces and find
food, water and cover to reproduce. Terrestrial species found in residential areas include
coyotes, skunks and raccoons that are able to move through neighbourhoods effectively,
often traveling at night.
While buildings often occupy a large portion of a residential property, there are a variety of
options for enhancing the land around these structures. Installing habitat features, for
instance, not only supports wildlife but can provide additional benefits to residents such as
shading and cooling, noise mitigation and improved air quality. This enhanced space can
also provide opportunities for wildlife viewing and encouraging time spent outdoors which
promotes mental and physical wellbeing. Backyard habitat is a fantastic way for residents to
learn and connect with wildlife.
Opportunities to enhance biodiversity in a typical residential yard are illustrated above and
include:
•
•
•
•

Installing water features
Planting trees and native shrubs
Including pollinator plants
Creating bird-friendly windows and lighting
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Much of the development that is currently underway in the City is increasing density. These
include projects that range from infill development of single family lots to multi-family
townhouses and high-rise developments. Creating habitat in these types of projects can be
challenging, as there are multiple and often conflicting objectives to achieve with little
available land. The City has a range of development permit areas (DPAs) and associated
guidelines that development applicants are required to meet. In these guidelines there is
mention of planning to support the natural environment and to enhance biodiversity.
However, the details of what is expected to achieve this is not well defined.
The following are opportunities to enhance biodiversity in higher density developments
where space is limited.
Opportunities to enhance biodiversity in for residents that live in higher density
developments:
•
•
•
•
•

Installing green roofs and planters
Planting trees and native shrubs
Including pollinator plants
Installing a water feature
Creating bird-friendly windows and lighting
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Connecting the public with nature facilitates our wellbeing and strengthens our collective
understanding of our interdependency with nature. It helps develop a sense of place with
our local community and provides an opportunity for outdoor recreation.
Much of New Westminster is developed, with limited public access to nature outside of a
few large natural areas. To better connect and understand nature, interpretive signage can
be used to show the importance of biodiversity.
Enhancing habitat in the urban matrix is critical as the majority of the city is privately
owned and developed. In order to improve biodiversity at a city-wide scale, many private
landowners will need to be engaged. For instance, the City can help residents be inspired
to take action by bringing awareness of what they can do. If residents can feel like they are
part of a larger collective this might inspire action. Programs such the Canadian Wildlife
Federation’s garden habitat certification program or iNaturalist Canada provide ways for
individuals to become engaged and educated.
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Stewardship is about respecting the environment as well as actively taking responsibility for
human and ecosystem health. Action to protect, enhance and restore our natural areas can
be taken by individuals or groups and it can be done working alone or in collaboration.
Given the City is an important caretaker of its natural spaces it can create opportunities and
support residents to experience nature and offer more hands-on opportunities to conserve
these spaces.
Volunteers have played an important role in the stewardship of the natural areas in New
Westminster. For example, local community groups have taken the lead to organize
restoration events at Glenbrook Ravine park, or shoreline clean-ups along the Fraser River
in Queensborough with financial support from the City (e.g., via City’s grant program). Also,
the City’s Adopt-A-Tree stewardship program can provide a simple way for residents to
individually participate in protecting street trees.
Support for these community-led stewardship activities should continue into the future and
partners should work together on ways to achieve more wide-spread promotion in the
community. Programs that facilitate positive interactions with nature foster the
development of community identity, bring people from different backgrounds together and
increase social inclusion,
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Cities can offer incentives to its citizens to help promote the installation of habitat features,
plants and trees (e.g., . tree vouchers that subsidize the purchase of trees from nurseries).
Other incentives to consider for promoting biodiversity on private lands include tax relief if
target areas of the property support native plant communities.
There are non-profit organizations that partner with governing bodies to help protect and
manage natural areas. Previously in Lower Hume Park, Evergreen partnered with the City to
implement the “Uncover your Creeks” program which involved riparian restoration
activities and water quality monitoring of the Brunette River.
Neighbouring local or regional governments can also partner and/or cost-share on
environmental projects with a shared collective outcome. For instance, the City has
partnered with Metro Vancouver as part of their Ecological Health Plan to enhance and
protect habitat areas associated with the Brunette River. The City should continue to
pursue available funding and partnerships with government and non-profit organizations to
protect sensitive habitat along river corridors.
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Throughout the Biodiversity Strategy drafts of recommended actions have been developed
based on the suggested ways to become a more biodiverse city based on the six principles
as outlined earlier and our vision. The implementation of these actions will be central in
helping guide the City in achieving a higher level of biodiversity over time.
A consolidation of the recommended actions noted throughout the Strategy are provided
in table above and on the next slide. Undertaking these biodiversity-related activities citywide (e.g., within municipal operations, the development community, schools and
residents) will be important in achieving success.
The draft recommended actions presented on this slide (#1-19) are associated with ways
we can protect and enhance habitat and connect the natural areas that we have. There are
also actions that speak to ways we can acquire more land to support biodiversity.
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The actions outline on this slide (#20-29) include those that:
•

Outline specific key enhancement strategies that could be implemented in the city
(such as continuing to install pollinator and rain gardens or looking for ways to enhance
the ditches in Queensborough),

•

Help to improve education of the public, and support/promote continued hands-on
stewardship by citizens. Some actions also include supporting continued efforts to
foster partnerships and seek incentives that would help to improve biodiversity and
protect natural areas.
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A monitoring program will be developed to track the effectiveness of the actions. This
program will provide a mechanism to detect changes in the environment (and biodiversity)
over time. Ecological indicators can be identified to assist in this process. Early detection of
environmental change can raise awareness of potential trends and provide time to
implement adaptive management strategies.
Monitoring can also be used to measure and evaluate management performance and
progress towards achieving biodiversity objectives. Indicators are used to understand the
condition of natural areas and can include physical attributes of natural areas or the
presence of certain species. For an ecological indicator to be effective it must be easy to
measure and be an attribute that reflects the overall ecological health of an area. An
example of an indicator is one we could use to track the amount of natural habitat that
exists in the City, to ensure no additional important habitat is lost. Another indicator could
be one where we track the number of trees planted or canopy cover.
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In order to support the Vision as stated earlier, and like the Environmental Strategy and Action Plan,
a set of goals should be created to support the Vision and help shape our actions and targets (to
measure our success). Here are some ideas shown to start the conversation on this.
• Do you think these draft goals in the slide above reflect the Vision (and accompanying vision
statements) mentioned earlier and the Draft Recommended actions?
• Is there something that is missed?
We are keen to hear your thoughts.
We are currently engaging with First Nations in the development of the Strategy, to see if they are
interested in a more comprehensive conversation on this work. We anticipate that there would be
some interest and that their feedback could result in an additional goal (or perhaps it might be tied
into another).
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Consolidated list of Recommended Actions
A consolidation of the recommended actions noted within the Strategy are provided in Table 3 below.
The implementation of these actions will be central in helping guide the City in achieving a higher level
of biodiversity over time. The increase of biodiversity-related activities and decisions taking place within
municipal operations, the development community, schools and residents will be important in achieving
success.

Table 1. Summary of draft recommended actions within Strategy
Recommended actions to protect existing natural habitat areas:
1.
When the OCP is updated, amend the existing DPs and their guidelines to ensure the remaining
natural areas in the City as well as the riparian areas of the Fraser river and the Brunette river are
protected.
2.
Review and update existing Development Permit Guidelines to strengthen biodiversity conservation.
3.
Review and update the City’s Watercourse and Riparian Areas Protection policy to increase
protection measures for the Fraser and Brunette rivers and ditches in Queensborough.
4.
Adopt a policy of no-net loss of natural habitat area on City-owned lands.
5.
Complete a study to identify suitable wildlife refuge areas within larger natural area parks and along
the Fraser and Brunette river foreshore areas.
6.
Develop a City-wide invasive species inventory and mitigation strategy
7.
Include the designation of wildlife habitat/refuge areas within the next update to the Parks and
Recreation Comprehensive Masterplan.
Recommended actions to connect natural areas together:
8.
Support the implementation of the GIN and prioritize enhancements for biodiversity and
acquisition of new green space for habitat within this network identified.
9.
Restore and protect the potential habitat hub and corridor areas identified in the GIN
10.
As the Crosstown greenway is developed, natural habitat elements should be incorporated into
the design and adjacent residences engaged to protect these features.
Recommended actions to acquire new natural habitat areas:
11.
Include natural areas as a key criterion in future park acquisition plans. Adopt a goal of protecting
10% of the City’s land base as protected natural areas.
12.
Carry out a feasibility study to explore different city mechanisms such as Development Cost
Charges, Community Amenity Contributions and taxes for the acquisition and restoration of
priority lands
13.
Explore funding and partnership opportunities with non-profit organizations, Federal and Provincial
governments to acquire, enhance, protect and manage high value natural areas and to protect
species at risk.
14.
Identify land parcels as part of a City-wide acquisition strategy that are most suitable for acquisition
and/or habitat compensation projects.
Recommended actions to enhance biodiversity by land use type
15.
Enhance natural areas parks to create more structurally diverse, high value forests with water
features to encourage use by species that require refuge from people.
16.
Enhance public spaces to create habitat areas integrated with passive recreation for species
that coexist with people.
17.
Integrate habitat features along City greenways and lanes to support birds, small mammals
and insects.
18.
Encourage all residential landowners including those managed by strata corporations to
enhance yard space to provide habitat for species tolerant of people and to make changes that
will reduce the risk to wildlife..

Review development application process, guidelines and tools to ensure biodiversity is a key
criterion for inclusion into high density development projects.
Recommended actions related to key enhancement strategies:
20.
Install additional pollinator gardens in open spaces, vacant and underutilized areas of land
within city parks and the public realm.
21.
Explore opportunities to enhance habitat within the City’s Cemetery including pollinator
gardens, water features and potentially hedgerows.
22.
Install raingardens when upgrading infrastructure in the City
23.
Install habitat adjacent to open ditches and sloughs in Queensborough
24.
Partner with external organizations to enhance habitat on unused land (e.g., ROWs).
19.

Recommended actions to educate, support engagement and seek partnerships/incentives
24.
Continue to host the biodiversity webpage as a place to inform the residents on new initiatives,
events and other information pertaining to biodiversity.
25.
Regularly connect with the City’s Environment & Climate Action Committee on biodiversity initiatives
and issues
26.
Promote programs and education platforms that encourage residents to enhance habitat on their
properties, such as iNaturalist Canada.
27.
Continue to support hands-on stewardship activities and achieve more wide-spread promotion in the
community.
28.
Continue subsidy programs to encourage the planting of trees on private lots.
29.
Seek incentive and partnership opportunities with external organizations and advocate for
biodiversity improvements

